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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field and H be a finite co-commutative Hopf algebra over K. 
H* denotes a dual Hopf algebra Hom,(H, K) of H. In [6], Gamst and 
Hoechsmann defined a smash product algebra of a commutative H- 
Hopf-Galois extension and a commutative H*-Hopf-Galois extension. 
And they showed that a smash product algebra is a K-Azumaya algebra. 
But a smash product algebra is closely related to a certain type of 
Hopf-Galois extension. 
In this paper, we shall show that a smash product algebra defined in 
more general settings is a special type of a Hopf-Galois extension (namely 
H@ H*-Hopf-Galois extension) of K. Also we shall show that a smash 
product algebra is a K-Azumaya algebra under certain commutativity 
assumption on Hopf-Galois extensions. This is done in Section 1. In Sec- 
tion 2, we shall investigate HO H*-Hopf-Galois extensions and give the 
condition that H @ H*-Galois extension is a smash product algebra. 
From the viewpoint of group scheme extensions, some results were 
derived earlier by Chase [2] and Takeuchi [ 12, 131. Specifically Theorem 5 
is [ 13, Theorem 8.11. But we shall proceed these considerations from the 
cohomological viewpoint. As to the viewpoint of group scheme extensions, 
see the remark at the end of this paper. 
Throughout this paper, K denotes a field unless otherwise stated, H 
denotes a finite dimensional commutative co-commutative Hopf algebra 
over K and H* denotes a dual Hopf algebra of H. d,, Ed, CL”, and 1.” 
denotes a diagonalization, augmentation, unit map, and antipode of H, 
respectively. We sometimes drop subscripts if a Hopf algebra considered is 
valid and there is no fear of confusions. For a left (resp. right) H-module 
M, we denotes the action of hE H on m E A4 by h + m (resp. m t h). 
Unadorned 0, and Horn, etc., are taken over K and every map is K-linear 
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unless otherwise stated. All modules and algebra homomorphisms con- 
sidered are unitary. 
1. GENERALIZED G-H SMASH PRODUCT ALGEBRA 
We quote for the sake of convenience, fundamental facts and theorems 
on Hopf algebras and Hopf-Galois extensions. For details the reader will 
be expected to refer [4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 163. 
For a finite dimensional H-module algebra A (A is merely an algebra not 
necessarily commutative), we call A/K is an H-Hopf-Galois extension if the 
fixed subalgebra AH is equal to K and the natural homomorphism from the 
trivial smash product algebra A # H to the endomorphism algebra End(A) 
is an isomoprhism. So when A is commutative, the concept of H-Galois 
extension coincides with that of H*-Galois object in [4]. 
To H and to a commutative H-Hopf-Galois extension A/K, we associate 
the following two complexes; 
nu U(A)- U(Hom(H, A))* U(Hom(H@H, A)) 
2 U(Hom(H@H@H, A))-... 
U(K)AL’(H)L U(H@H)a U(H@H@H)e..., 
where U is a unit functor and D,, d, is defined by 
(f(2)g(2,0h(*,))(u(S,,,Og,~,h,,,))(u~l(f;,,Og,,,)) 444J3 
d, = A,*A, ‘*ApA, ‘, 
where A&Oh)=1 OgOk A, ‘(gOh)=(C,,,g,,,Og,,,Oh)~‘, A2(gC3h) 
=C(h)‘!TO~(l,O~cz,~ A, ‘(g@h)=(g@h@l))‘, aEHom(HOH, A), 
f; g, h E H. For other maps see [ 10, 14, 161. We call an n-cocycle of the first 
complex as an A/K-H-Galois n-cocycle or an H-Galois n-cocycle or more 
simply an n-cocycle. Also we call an n-cocycle of the second complex as an 
H-Harrison n-cocycle or simply a Harrison n-cocycle. 
Now let A/K be a commutative H-Hopf-Galois extension and 0 be an 
A/K-H-Galois 2-cocycle. If cr is K-valued, i.e., a( g 0 h) E K for any g, h E H, 
then (T is an Al/K-H-Galois 2-cocycle for any other commutative H-Galois 
extension Al/K. The following is proved in the proof of [ 17, Theorem 53. 
LEMMA 1. Let c he un element of’ Hom( HO H, K). Then o is an 
H-G&is 2-cocycle (f and only if o is un H*-Harrison 2-cncycle. 
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Next for an H-Harrison 2-cocycle g = C, ui@ u, E H 0 H, H*(a) denotes 
the following H-module algebra; H*(a)= H* as left H-module, mul- 
tiplication x is defined by 
or equivalently 
t" xh)(h)= 1 a(uth,,)) h("ih(?)) 
i.(h) 
axh= c a(a,,,Oh(,,)a,*,hl,,, a,hEH*,hEH 
((Il.(h) 
where we identify H@ H with (H* @ H*)* as usual. Then we have 
THEOREM 2. ([ 16, Theorems 2.3 and A.1 1; cf [2, Theorem 3.71). Let A 
he a H-module algebra. Then A/K is an H-HopjlGalois extension if and onl,v 
!f A is isomorphic to H*(a) for some H-Harrison 2-cocycle o-. 
Now we are ready to define a generalized G-H smash product 
introduced in [6] in more general settings. Let A/K be an H-HopffGalois 
extension and B/K be an H*-Hopf-Galois extension. Since A (resp. B) is a 
right H- (resp. H*-)comodule, we have the following structure 
homomorphisms; 
da: A-+A@H*, qSB: B+B@H. 
To denote the image of dA and 4R, we use the following usual convention; 
Then we have 
h+a=Cqo,(kq,,), .f-h=Ch,,,,(.f;h,,,), hEH,,fEH* 
ill) (h) 
where (, > is a canonical pairing. The generalized G-H smash product 
(algebra) A # B (hereafter simply we say the G-H smash product 
(algebra)) is defined as follows; A # B = A 0 B as K-module, we shall write 
a# h rather than a@h. The multiplication x is defined by the following 
composition of homomorphisms; 
(A#B)@(A#B+ A@(A@B)@BA A@(A@H*@B@H)@B 
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whereF,=1~t~~i~t~1,FZ=1~~aO~~O1,F~=1~(1O1~t~~~i.st)O1, 
F4 = 1 @ (1 @pairing @ 1) @ 1, F, = multi@ multi, “ttcist” is a twisting 
homomorphism, “pairing” is the canonical pairing, and “multi’ is the mul- 
tiplication of A and B. Namely, 
(a#b)x(u’#b’)= c uxu;,,<u;,,,b,,,> #bolxh’ 
IdI. 
=c ax4,,,# (4,,7~,,,)~,,,,x~’ 
ICI’).(h) 
= 1 ax(b,,,+u’) # b,,,xb’. 
Iu’Llhl 
The following is an easy consequence of our construction. 
LEMMA 3. The smush product algebra A # B is un ussociative ulgebru 
und is generated by its subalgebras A and B. 
Let on, flB be a Harrison 2-cocycle of A and B, respectively, p be an 
element of Hom(H@H*, K) defined by ~(h@u)= (h,u), h@u~lY@H*. 
Further let GA, tiB, and i, be an element of Hom( (H* 0 H) @ (H* @ H), K) 
defined as follows; 
where (a @ h) 0 (a’ 0 h’) E (H* 0 H) 0 (H* @ H). 
THEOREM 4 (cf. [2, Theorem 3.111; [ 12, Proposition 1.3.1 I). Let A = 
H*(gA)/K be an H-Hopf-Gulois extension and B= H(a,)/K be un H*- 
HopjLGulois extension. Then &.A, eB, and fi defined as above are H @I H*- 
Harrison 2-cocycle, and the G-H smash product A # B/K is an H@ H*- 
Hopf-Gulois extension whose associated Harrison 2-cocycle is ~7~ * ds * b, 
where is * is the usual convolution of Hom((H* @ H) 0 (H* OH), K). 
Namely A # B = (H* 0 H)(GA * 6, * b). 
Proof: The assertion on eA and c?~ is valid. As to j?, we have 
[(A,* d,)(~)l((uOh)O(u’Oh’)O(u”Oh”)) 
c 
(Ul,(dL(d’) (h) (h’),(h”) . ,
~~*(u(,))~(h(,))~((u;,,Oh;,,) 
o(u;;,Oh;;,))~((u,,,Oh,,,) 
0 (~;~~q’k,Oh;&‘&)) 
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= c (U).(U’,.(U”),(b,,(h’).(h”) 
EH*(q,,q*,~;l,) 4h(, h;,, 
x h;,,h;;,) P(h;,,OqQ P(ho,@Q;2,$,) 
= (Z, E,*(Q) 4h”)(h’, u;;,> (ka’&>. 
On the other hand, 
(u,,(u’).(u”,,(b).(b’,.(ll”, 
~((u(,,u;,,Oh(,,h;,,)O(u;~, 
0 VI ,)I Eff*(q?J 4h;;)) 
x iY(U(2) 0 &JO (a;,) 0 &,)I 
= c (Ll,,(d,.(d) (h, (h’, (/I”, 1  . 
~fAql,q*)~;l,~;;,) 
XE(h;,,h”) P&,,h;,,@u;;,) i’(h,,,@“;z,) 
Since H is commutative and co-commutative. we have 
= c <A’, a;‘,,>(k ~‘a;;,> (a”, 
Thus fi is an HO H*-Harrison 2-cocycle. 
Next, in H* @ H(6, * 8, * /?), the multiplication x is given by the for- 
mula: 
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=,h; l( uxu;,,)(h(,,, a;,,)O(~,2~x~‘)~ . 0’ 
. 
whrch IS equal to CChj (a x (h(,, -+ a’) 0 (hc,, x h’) since h -+ a’ = 
c (a’) 41, (&jr h)T a, a’ E H*, h, h’ E H. Thus with respect o the canonical 
HO H*-module structure, A # B and H* @ H(6,,d,.fi) are isomorphic as 
HO H*-module algebra. Hence A # B/K is an HO H*-Hopf-Galois 
extension. 
THEOREM 5. [ 13, Theorem 8.11. Under the same notations us Theorem 
4, iffurthermore A (resp. B) is commutative, then the G-H smash product 
algebra A # B is a K-Azumuyu algebra split by A (resp. B). 
Proqf If A is commutative then by Lemma 1, rrs is an element of A/K- 
H-Galois 2-cocycle. The G-H smash product algebra A # H is canonically 
isomorphic to the usual smash product algebra A # oB H of a commutative 
H-Hopf-Galois extension A/K with the A/K-H-Galois 2-cocycle ran, hence 
is an Azumaya algebra split by A. If B is commutative, then A # B 
is canonically isomorphic to the usual smash product H* #,,B of a 
commutative H*-Hopf-Galois extension B/K with the B/K-H*-Galois 
2-cocycle 0,. Thus in either case, A # B is an Azumaya algebra. 
Remark. We can also define a G-H smash product algebra over a com- 
mutative ring K. Since that an algebra is an Azumaya algebra can be 
checked locally, we get a similar result as Theorem 5 for a G-H smash 
product over a commutative ring. 
We end this section with an example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let C = A # D H be a usual smash product algebra with a 
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commutative H-Hopf-Galois extension A/K and an H-Hopf-Galois 2- 
cocycle 0. Let v: H --, C be a homomorphism which gives an C-inner action 
of H on A, that is, u satisfies the following relation; 
v(h) a = c (h(l) + 0) U(h(Z,) 
(II) 
or equivalently 
where v ’ is an inverse of v in the convolution algebra Hom(H, C). We 
know that v can be chosen to satisfy ~(1~) = lc. We may assume that the 
2-cocycle constructed from v equals 0. Namely, 
dgOh)= c Gh,,,) v(gc,,) 0~‘k,&d, g, h E H. 
(hJ.(nl 
In [ 171, we showed that if 2-cocycle cr is K-valued which is equivalent to 
saying that C becomes an H-module algebra (cf. [ 17, Proposition 1 I), then 
there exists an H*-Hopf-Galois extension of K (which is an image of II, so 
we denote it by v(H)). The H*-module structure of v(H) is a canonical one 
induced through the natural isomorphism Hg v(H). The multiplication x 
of v(H) is given by 
v(g)xv(h)= 1 a(g(,,Oh(,,)v(g,z,h,2,), g, h E H. 
(,?).(/?I 
Thus u(H) is isomorphic to H(a) as H*-module algebra. As is easily seen, 
the G-H smash product algebra A # o(H) is isomorphic to A # ,H as 
algebra. Thus A # ,H is a G-H smash product algebra. 
From the above example, we get 
COROLLARY 6. The usual smash product algebra is a G-H smash product 
algebra if and only if its 2-cocycle is K-valued. 
2. H @H*-HOPF-GALOIS EXTENSION 
In this section, we study when an H@ H*-Hopf-Galois extension over K 
is a G-H smash product algebra. Of course, every H@ H*-Hopf-Galois 
extension is not necessary a G-H smash product algebra. Actually the ten- 
sor product of an H-Hopf-Galois extension and an H*-Hopf-Galois exten- 
sion is not a G-H smash product algebra. 
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Let C be an HO H*-Hopf-Galois extension of K, then there exists 
an H @ H*-Harrison 2-cocycle o~Horn((!f*@H)@(H*@H), K)= 
(H@H*)@(H@H*) such that C=H*@H(a). Let d be a coboundary 
operator of the HO H*-Harrison complex: 
U(K)-+ U(H@H*)+ U((H@H*)@(H@H*))+..., 
and a’((- @ -)@(l@l))EHom(H*@H, K) be a homomorphism 
defined by 
a’((-O-)O(lOl))(aOh)=a((aOh)O(lOl)). 
Considering d,(a’( ( - @ - ) @ ( 1 @ 1)) ’ ) * 0, if necessary, we may assume 
that (T is a normal Harrison 2-cocycle, that is, it satisfies the following 
relations; 
a((a@h)~(l~l))=a((l@l)~(a~h))=(EH*@E)(u~h). 
We shall normalize G furthermore. For this purpose we set 
r E Hom( H* 0 H, K) and 0” E Hom( (H* 0 H) 0 (H* 0 H), K) as follows; 
~(aOh)=a((aO l)O(l Oh)), uEH*,heH, 
0” = CJ * d,(T). 
Also we set cA E Hom( H* @ H*, K) and cB E Hom( H 0 H, K) as follows; 
a,(u~u’)=a”((uO1)0(u’01)), a, a’ E H*, 
o.(h@h’)=a”((l Oh)@(l Oh’)), h, h’ E H. 
Further we set 
A=C”*={uEC;f + a = ~&f) a for anyf‘e H*}, 
B=C”=jh~C;h-+h=~(h)hforanyh~H}. 
Under these notations, we have the followings; 
LEMMA 7. a” is still a normal H@ H*-Harrison 2-cocycle und satisfies 
the following relation; 
a”((u@1)@(1~h))=~,.(u)~(h), uEH*,hEH. 
Proof: This is easily seen. 
PROPOSITION 8. (TV is an H-Harrison 2-cocycle and oB is an H*-Hurrison 
2-cocycle. Further A is isomorphic to H*(o,) us H-module algebra and B is 
isomorphic to H(a,) as H*-module algebra. 
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Proof: The first assertion is clear. Next, since we know that O’ is normal 
and cohomologous to g, H*(a,) is naturally a sub-H-module algebra of C- 
H* @ H(a’). Then it is easy to see that A equals to H*(o,) and B equals to 
H(oB). 
We shall call a normal H 0 H-Harrison 2-cocycle which satisfies the con- 
dition of Lemma 7 a strongly normal Harrison 2-cocycle. 
From now on, we shall assume that an HO H*-Hopf-Galois extension 
C of K is a form H* @ H(o) with a strongly normal Harrison 2-cocycle (T. 
LEMMA 9. o satisfies the following relation; 
a((aOh)O(a’Oh’)) 
=i~~h,ol(a~aII))~((lOhll))~(a;ll~l)) 
x o,(&,O A’), a, a’ E H*, h, h’ E H. 
ProojI From the cocycle condition, we get easily 
c d(q,,O 1) 
(4.(U’).(RL(h) 
= c a((1 Oh,,) luL(u’).(nL(h) 
O(a;,,01))a~‘((a;,,Ol) 
O(lOho,))a((a,,,O1)O(a;,,Ol)) 
~o((lOh~~))0(1Oh;,,))~((a(~)a;4~01) 
0 (1 0 hc,,h;,,)), a, a’ E H*, h, h’ E H. 
Since n is strongly normal and H is commutative and co-commutative. We 
get the assertion. 
From Lemma 7, Proposition 8, and Lemma 9 we get the following 
relations; 
(a@l)x(a’@l)=(axa’)@l, 
(l@h)x(l@h’)=l@(hxh’), 
(a@l)x(l@h)=a@h, 
(l@h)x(aOl)= c a((lOhc,,) 
(h),(u) 
O(ac,,C3 1)) q~,Oh a, a’ E H*, 
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h, h’ E H, where x is the multiplication of C= H* @ H(o), hence of 
A = H*(a) and B= H(a), since A and B are subalgebras of C. In order to 
treat (l@h)x(a@l) more precisely, we set a((l@h)@(-@l))E 
Hom(H*, K) = H, h E H and 6 E Hom(H, H) as follows; 
a((1 Oh)O(- 0 l))(a)=a((l Oh)O(aO l)), aEH*. 
$h)=a((lOh)@(-@~))EH~~(H*,K)=H. 
LEMMA 10. 6 E Hom( H, H) is an algebra homomorphism as well as a 
co-ulgehra homomorphism. 
Proof: From the cocycle condition, we get easily 
C 4(ql~Ol) 
(u),(n).(h) 
O(l Oh(,))) CJ -‘(Cl O~~2JO(q2~0 1)) 
~a((lOg,,,)0(10~,,,))~((10g~~,~,~,)O(a,3,01)) 
= c a((1 Og,,,) 
(U).(R).(hl 
O(a,,,01))a~‘((ao,01)0(10g~2))) 
x~((lOg~3,)0(1Oh(l,))~((a(3,01) 
0 (1 Og,4,h,*,)h aE H*,g, hE H. 
Since Q is strongly normal and H is commutative and co-commutative, we 
get [6(gh)](a)= [5(g) * r?(h)](a). Thus 5 is an algebra homomorphism. 
Similarly from the relation 
Ohl,)@(Q,l,@ 1)) 
( 0, );(hlN 1 
x op’((a,,,O I)@(1 Oh,2,)) a((1 Oh,3,) 
O(b(,,O 1)) +((&,O 1) 
0(10h(,,))o((a(3,01)O(h,3,01)) 
x a((q,,b(,, 0 1) 0 (1 0 h,,,)) 
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we get CdO~(C~h,h(,,0ho,)l(a06)= C~(h)l(ah)=(d(~(h)))(aOh). 
Thus 6 is a co-algebra homomorphism. 
By H&(0,) we denote the subalgebra H*(cr,) of H* @ H(a) with the 
new H-action defined by: 
u E H*, g, h E H. The next lemma is a restatement of Lemma 10. 
LEMMA 11. H,*,,(a,) is an H-mod& ulgrhru. 
Proc$ For .fi g, h E H and a, h E Hzew(aA), we have 
Cf’-(s-a)l(h)=(g~a)(h~(f‘))=a(h~(J’)~’(~)). 
On the other hand, we have 
(fg +u)(h)=u(hg(fg)). Thus by Lemma 10, Hzew(aA) is an H-module. 
Next, writing aA =&u, @ U,E HO H, we have 
Cs -+ (ax h)](h) = (0 x h)(Wg)) 
On the other hand, we have 
c C(S,l, -+ 0) x (go, -+ h)l(h) CR) 
= C [(g,,,-,a)(u,h,,,)C(g(,,~h)(uih,2,1 
f.(R).(h) 
= 1 u(u;hc,,~(gc,,)) Uv,h&g,z,)). 
L(h).(X) 
Now again by Lemma 10, H,*,,(a,) is an H-module algebra. 
We define a multiplication of the K-module H&(a,) @ B= 
H,*,,(a,)@ H(a,) as follows; 
(u@h)x (a’@h’)= 2 ux(h(,,-t~‘)a,(h(~,Oh;,,)Oh(,,h;2,, 
(hl.(h’) 
u@h, a’@h’E H,&(a,)@ B. 
The following is readily seen. 
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LEMMA 12. C= H*@H(a) and Hze,(o,)@ B= H$,(a,)@ H(cT~) are 
naturally isomorphic as algebra. 
From the definition of the multiplication of H$,(o,)@ B, we know 
that if HzeW(aA)/K is an H-Hopf-Gaiois extension then HX,(a,)@ B is a 
G-H smash product algebra. 
LEMMA 13. H,$,(a,) is isomorphic to H* as H-module lf und only lf 5 is 
an isomorphism. 
Proof: We first assume that H&,(G~) is isomorphic to H* as H-module 
by the isomorphism O*: H,*,,(a,) z H*. Passing to dual, we have an 
isomorphism 0: Hz Hnew(oA) of right H-module. We note that the right 
H-module structure of Hnew(cA) is given by 
h+g=hg(g), h E Hnew(~/, 13 g E H. 
Setting Q( 1) = U, we get t)(h) = G(h). Thus u is a unit, and hence 5 is an 
isomorphism. Conversely, if 5 is an isomorphism then we define the 
isomorphism 0: H 4 Hnew(cA) by 
O(h) =6(h), h E H. 
As is easily seen, 0 is a right H-module isomorphism. Hence we have the 
isomorphism O* : Hze,,(a,,) r H* of left H-module. This completes the 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 14. H,*,,(a, )/K is un H-Hopf-Galois extension !f und only 
!f ii is an isomorphism. 
Proof If HzCW(a,)/K is an H-Hopf-Galois extension, then Hzew(oA) is 
isomorphic to H* as H-module. Hence by Lemma 13, 5 is an isomorphism. 
Conversely, we assume that 5 is an isomorphism. By Lemma 13, we have 
the H-module isomorphism 8*: HzeW (oA) TZ H* given by 
Cell = am:), a E HzeW(a,), h E H. 
Through this isomorphism, the multiplication x of H* is given by 
(axb)(h)= c a(C’(u~ ‘uiu,,,)hC,,) 
i.(u).(h) 
xb(PW’u,zq>,) &,I, 
where 6 -’ 1s an inverse of 5, u=d(l), (T~=C, u~@u;EH@H, a, beH*. 
Since Ci.(u) (5 ‘(u-‘u~u~~)))@(~~ ‘(zK~u~u,,,)) is cohomologous to 
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C,(~:-‘(u;)Q(d~‘(u,)), H* is (hence H&(oA) is) isomorphic to 
H*(C,(6~‘(u,)Q (F’(ui))) as H-module algebra. Therefore H&JoA) is an 
H-Hopf-Galois extension. 
By Lemma 12 and Proposition 14, we get 
THEOREM 15 (cf. [ 12 Proposition 1.3.11). Zf 6 is an isomorphism, then 
H* @H(a) is isomorphic to a G-H smash product algebra as algebra. 
THEOREM 16. If‘6 is an isomorphism and either H*( oA ) or H( oB) is com- 
mutative, then H* 0 H(o) is an Azumaya algebra over K. 
ProoJ If H*(o,) is commutative, this follows by Theorems 5 and 15. 
Symmetrically we can prove the assertion for the case that H(oe) is com- 
mutative. 
Remark. Let d be a HO H*-Harrison 2-cocycle and 0” be the strongly 
normalized 2-cocycle. Since (H* @ H)(o) and (H* @ H)(o”) are 
isomorphic, Theorem 15 means that if 6” is an isomorphism then 
(H* @ H)(o) itself is a G-H smash product algebra. The similar result 
holds for Theorem 16. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let H = KG, where G is a cyclic group of order p” with < a 
generator. And C = H @ H*(o)/K be an HO H*-Hopf-Galois extension. 
Since 5: H + H is an algebra and co-algebra homomorphism, we have 
8( [) = ii. According to (i, p”) = p’, there are essentially n + 1 types of 
HO H*-Hopf-Galois extensions. We note that any H-Hopf-Galois exten- 
sion is a commutative algebra (cf. [7, Theorem 41). So if k = 0 then d is an 
isomorphism, hence C is an Azumaya algebra. On the other hand, if k = n 
then d = p.s, hence C is a tensor product of an H-Hopf-Galois extension 
and an H*-Hopf-Galois extension. We know that if characteristic of K is 
not p and if K contains a primitive pth root of 1 then HE H* (cf. [ 171). So 
if we assume further that n = 1 then we get that a Galois extension of K 
with Galois group G x G is a commutative algebra or a K-Azumaya 
algebra. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let K be a field of characteristic p #O and H be a Hopf 
algebra of derivation type of degree p”, that is H = K[d], dP’ = 0, E(d) = 0, 
and A(d)=d@ l+ 1 @d (cf. [9]). And C= HO H*(a)/K be an H@H*- 
Hopf Galois extension. Since 8 is an algebra and co-algebra 
homomorphism, 6(d) = C;=d a,dP’, a, E K. We consider the case that n = 1. 
In this case, H* z H as Hopf algebra. Also we note that any H- 
Hopf-Galois extension is a commutative algebra. If a,= 0 then d = pc, 
hence C is a tensor product of two H-Hopf-Galois extensions. On the 
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other hand, if a, #O then 6 is an isomorphism, hence is a K-Azumaya 
algebra. This is one of the main results of [9] ([IS, Corollary 121). 
Remark (Group scheme extensions). Let G = Spec(H*) then G is a 
finite commutative K-group scheme. In [2], Chase considered PPHS for G 
and showed that there is a 1-l correspondence between the isomorphism 
classes of all PPHS for G and Ext c,,t(GD, G,,), where G” = Spec(H) is 
its Cartier dual and G, is the multiplicative group. He also considered 
smash products in terms of central extensions of certain K-group scheme 
by G, ([2] Theorem 3.11). On the other hand, Takeuchi gave a general 
decomposition theorem [12], Proposition [ 1.3.11: let G,, G, be a com- 
mutative group scheme then Extcent(G, x G2, G,) = Ex&,(G,, G,) x 
Ext,,,,(G,, G,) x Bim(G, x G,, G,), where Bim(G, x G,, G,) means the 
group of all bimultiplicative morphisms G, x G, -+ G,. Chase’s results with 
Takeuchi’s decomposition (setting G, = Spec(H), G, = Spec(H*)) 
corresponds to Theorem 4 since the notion of PPHS for G is same to 
that of H-Hopf-Galois extension. From the above decomposition, we get a 
decomposition Ext,,,,(Spec(H@ H*), G,) = Ext,,,,(Spec(H)) x Ext,,,, 
(Spec(H*)) x End&H). This fact corresponds to Theorem 15. 
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